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- **What is Artillery?**
- **Ammunition**
- **Artillery Equipment**
- **Artillery Positions**
- **Modeling Self Propelled Artillery**
- **Modeling Towed Artillery**
- **AMPS Rules**
- **Details to add to Artillery**
- **The Artillery Vignette**
- **Totally Special**

**AMPS East 2010**
• **Mike Del Vecchio, Major, Field Artillery, Retired**
  
  — Served in the following capacities over my military career
  
  • Battery Fire Direction Officer
  • Battery Executive Officer
  • Battery Commander
  • Battalion Assistant Operations Officer
  • Brigade Fire Support Officer

• **A passion for building models of artillery and artillery support equipment!!**

• **Known in many forums as „Redleg12”**
SUPPORTING UNIT

- **Major (P) Gino Quintiliani**
  - Served in numerous artillery positions at the battery and battalion level
  - A passion for modeling modern military equipment especially artillery and helicopters
  - Known to many in the forum world as "Heavy Arty"
HOWITZER, GUN AND MORTAR

- A howitzer is characterized by a relatively short barrel (barrel length 15 to 25 times the caliber of the gun) and the use of comparatively small propellant charges to propel projectiles at relatively high trajectories, with a steep angle of descent.

- The gun characterized by a longer barrel, larger propelling charges, smaller shells, higher velocities, and flatter trajectories.

- The mortar which could fire at even higher angles of ascent and descent.
Artillery Types

Field Artillery can be both towed and self propelled. It also can be missile.

Field Artillery is a non line of sight weapon which can be fired at low angle, less then 45 degrees or 1600 mils and high angle, greater the 45 degrees or 1600 mils.

Cannon field artillery can vary in size, some modern standard sizes are 105, 122, 152, 155 and 203 mm.

Cannon FA ranges up to 30 KM, missile artillery may have even greater ranges.
Mortars

Artillery Types

Known as the infantry pocket artillery
Mortars fire at high angle only, elevation greater than 45 degrees or 1600 mils.
Typical modern mortar calibres are 60, 81, 107, and 120 mm.
Ranges for mortars are up to 10 km.
Mortars typically have a high rate of fire, 6 -10 rds/min.
ARTILLERY TYPES

Created as counter to tanks after WWI.

The cannon anti-tank artillery are direct fire or line of sight weapons. They are typically guns firing at a higher velocity with a flat trajectory. These weapons would only fire at low angle, less than 45 degrees or 1600 mils.

Originally towed weapons, by the end of WWII almost all were self propelled or tank destroyers.

Slowly the cannon was replaced by recoilless rifles and then missiles.

Modern Anti-Tank artillery is strictly missile, such as the TOW.

US WWII cannon calibers were 37, 57, 75 & 90 mm also 3 inch.
Artillery Types

Like Anti-Tank Artillery, it was born during WWI with the use of the airplane for warfare. Spans many different weapons from machine guns, automatic cannon, flak cannon to missiles. Any weapon designed to counter battlefield aircraft. Some of the well know weapons are the quad 50 cal. Both towed or the M16 half track, 40 mm Borfos gun, 88 mm flak, Patriot Missile.
Artillery Types

Coast Artillery were large caliber guns permanently positioned along the coast for defense against naval attack.

There were large guns, usually born from naval guns, having calibers of 12 inches or greater.

The US Coast Artillery was disbanded in the early 60s and most gun positions were dismantled or turned into museums.
Artillery Mode

Self Propelled artillery. Either tracked, half track or wheeled.

A self propelled unit has an integral engine to propel the weapon.

Early self propelled artillery had open fighting compartment. More modern versions used closed fighting compartments.
Artillery Mode

Towed artillery is the oldest form of movable artillery. From horse drawn, to truck pulled to dropped in by helicopter.
• Artillery Ammunition
  - Fixed
  - Semi-Fixed
  - Separate Loading
  - Mortar
**Artillery Ammunition**

Fixed ammunition is a single unit. The powder charge is fixed and not changed no matter what range is fired.

Tank, anti-tank and anti-aircraft cannon ammunition is typically fixed ammunition.

Fixed ammunition normally uses fast burning powders giving high velocity rounds.

This type of ammunition is normally fired from guns.
Artillery Ammunition

Semi – Fixed ammunition still uses a casing to hold the powder and primer. The projectile is loose from the casing.

Powder is in bags and can be adjusted depending on the range to be fired.
Artillery Ammunition

Separate Loading ammunition is similar to semi – fixed as the powder charge can be adjusted based on the range to be fired.

Separate Loading ammunition is used on large caliber artillery, typically larger than 125mm.

Ammunition is a separate projectile, powder charge and primer.
MORTAR AMMUNITION

Artillery Ammunition

Mortar ammunition uses attached propellant charges (cheese). These charges can be adjusted based on range to be fired.

The primer is integral in the design.
Packaging

Smaller caliber ammunition, either fixed, semi fixed or mortar, can be packaged in fiber tubes. Most times these tubes are then packaged in crates of multiple rounds and palletized. Separate loading ammunition has separate palletized packaging for projectiles, powder increments and primers.
Packaging

Tubes and crating are normally banded. Crates and pallets will have stencil markings of the ammunition size, type, and lot. Crates will normally have rope handles. Tubes are taped closed at their caps. Fuses are normally packed in 50 cal size ammunition cans.
AMMUNITION MARKINGS

**Color Coding**

Ammunition is normally color coded for the type. Check your research and era for how rounds were coded.

**Markings**

Rounds will be stenciled with their lot, type, size and weight.

**Fuses**

Fuses also vary in color based on type.

**Rotating Band**

Normally a copper color.
ARTILLERY POSITIONS

• **Deliberate**
  – A planned and well laid out position. Usually used for a period of time by the unit.

• **Hasty**
  – A quick emplacement to respond for support.

• **Unconventional**
  – Out of the box!!
Deliberate

Well thought out for both fire support and for position defense. The position can be prepared for long term occupation. Will include positions for gun sections, Fire Direction, Ammunition along with Battery HQ.
Hasty

Quickly laid out to provide rapid support.

These positions can be occupied based on an immediate call for fire or based on a raid type mission.

In some cases a hasty position can be improved to be a more deliberate position as the tactical situation dictates.
UNCONVENTIONAL

THIS IS THE MODIFICATION OF A NON-STANDARD AREA.

A EXAMPLE SHOWN HERE IS THE ARTILLERY BARGES USED IN VIETNAM.

OTHER EXAMPLES ARE THE 105mm MOUNTED IN THE DUKU OR ARTILLERY IN LANDING CRAFT.
ARTILLERY EQUIPMENT

- Ramming Staffs
- Collimator
- Aiming Posts
- Section Chest
- Dunnage
- Communications
- Fuse Cans
- Tarps and Gun Covers
- Additional Wheels
Aiming Equipment

Collimator, Aiming Posts
Panoramic Telescope,
Elbow Telescope

The panoramic telescope is used to set the deflection (azimuth) on the weapon base on either direct target sighting or sighting on a reference.

Aiming posts are used as a surveyed reference. These are replaced with the more accurate Infinity Collimator Elbow Telescope is used for direct
ARTILLERY EQUIPMENT

COMMUNICATIONS

In order for the gun crews to communicate with the fire direction center either radios or wire connected telephones are used.
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Firing Equipment
Ramming Staffs
Section Chest
Dunnage
Fuse Cans
Pail & Bore Brush
Equipment used in firing the weapon. Ramming staff for cleaning and ramming separate loading ammo. Section chest for fuse wrenches and other gun equipment. A pail with bore brush to swab the bore.
ARTILLERY EQUIPMENT

TRAVELING EQUIPMENT

TARPS AND GUN COVERS
ADDITIONAL WHEELS

SPECIAL TOWING WHEEL SET AS USED FOR THE M1 (M59) 155MM LONG TOM WHEN PULLED BY THE M4 18TON HST.

TARP, BARREL COVERS, TRAVEL MARKERS TO COVER THE BARREL WHEN TRAVELING.
MODELING SELF PROPELLED ARTILLERY
IT'S NOT A TANK!!

- Do not overdo the gear... Artillery is ready to fire, even when traveling
- No storage in the fighting compartment except ammunition
MODELING TOWED ARTILLERY
MODELING INFORMATION

- If you show the weapon emplaced, the trails or spades should be positioned and either partially dug in or with material behind it like logs to adsorb the recoil.
- Ammunition should be laid out to the rear either on the ground, on the prime mover or ammunition vehicle. Ammunition would normally be separated by type and lot.
- A section chest an communication equipment will be to one side of the weapon rear.
- A fuse can and pail with bore brush will be near the breech.
- Covers and travel wheels will be to the side and maybe somewhat forward but out of the way during firing.
- Aiming poles and collimators will be in right front of the weapon.
• **Pioneer tools used to help dig in the spades would be off with the wheels and tarps or to the rear of the ammunition.**

• **Fuse cans will be in the same area as the ammunition, primer cans will be near the breech.**

• **Dunnage will be to the side or side rear of the weapon. Fibers and crates to the rear of the ammunition. Spent casings to the left side of the weapon.**
Category VI, Ordnance: This category is defined as towed ordnance and other towed or stationary military equipment. There are several special cases that have come up in this category. The following guidelines and exceptions are provided to cover questions dealing with projects falling outside of AMPS’ usual requirement for a model to be “relating to ground forces since 1899”.

Because many artillery subjects used in the 20th Century were produced before the 1899 cut-off date this category is open to any “cannon” or “gun” with closed bore tubes using a chemical charge to propel a projectile. Pieces using spring power or counter weights, unless plainly being military subjects built after 1899, are ineligible. For example, ballistae or catapults from the Roman era are ineligible. By contrast, WWI bomb-throwing catapults, PIATs, or air pressure mortars are eligible.

In keeping with the ground forces theme, projects including physical parts of naval vessels (portions of decks, turrets etc.) or aircraft are ineligible unless they are clearly a ground forces weapon temporarily mounted. Examples of eligible subjects include:

- Vietnam era US 105mm howitzer on river barge or pontoon
- German FlAK 38 on a ferryboat
- Examples of ineligible subjects:
  - US 37mm cannon w/o wheels lashed to PT boat bow
  - German 20mm FlAK gun on shipboard mount.

Rockets and missiles: In order to be eligible the rocket or missile must be on a ground or vehicle-mounted launcher or in a transport cradle. For example, a German V-2 (A-4) missile shown in flight would not qualify, but a V-2 deployed for launch on its launcher or in travel mode on a carrier trailer would qualify.
**Judges Note:** This category is for towed ordnance. With the exception of some modern artillery pieces, missiles or trailers with small auxiliary power units, subjects with driver controls and engines belong in other categories. Ordnance that is typically disconnected from the prime mover for use such as towed AT guns, the US Atomic Cannon, the Soviet SA-2 missile on its transport trailer, Patriot missile radar, ammunition trailers or German Flak searchlight are eligible for Category VI, even with the prime mover connected. Some examples belonging elsewhere are: SCUD missile transporter-erector-launchers or Katyusha rocket launchers (Category V, Wheeled Vehicles); US M12 155mm or German Panzerjager 38(t) self-propelled guns (Category IV, Open Top or Vehicles with Open Hatches with Interiors); Sturmmörser Tiger or Soviet ISU-152 (either Category I, II, III, or IV as with other tracked or semi-tracked vehicles).

Since this category is designed to present towed ordnance or military equipment, disconnected from the prime mover or in their emplaced position, details presented in proximity of the model to represent support items used by or carried on the equipment may also be judged and counted within the Construction Group under Hull, Chassis, and Turret Detailing.

Examples of these types of items are artillery ammunition, ammunition crates, ramming staffs, aiming posts (collimator), fuse cans. Section chests, artillery tools, generator or items put to the side normally used in towing such as covers, tarps or towing wheels. Example of items that do not qualify are common military position improvement items such as sandbags, camouflage nets, crew served weapon positions.
ADDED DETAILS FOR ARTILLERY

• Those items on the weapon which are artillery
  – Lanyard
  – Muzzle plug
  – Chronograph
Muzzle Plug

Here you can see it on a retaining cord hanging from the barrel.
M90 Radar Chronograph

Used to measure the velocity of the fired round. The radar antenna and holder are mounted on a bracket somewhere near the barrel.

The velocity information is used to calibrate the weapon to the lot of ammunition and wear on the weapon.
• **Artillerymen**

  - *Almost all figures are wrong for artillery*
  
  - *With the exception of the modern ACU vest, artillerymen do not wear load bearing equipment while working on the weapon*
  
  - *Artillerymen will not carry personal weapons. Rifles are stacked near the rear or in close by storage on self propelled weapons.*
  
  - *Artillerymen will always wear a helmet when firing the weapon (brain bucket)*
  
  - *There would normally be a crew served (machine gun) weapon for defense either mounted on the SP carriage or emplaced near the front of the weapon.*
Artillery soldiers

Here is an example of artillerymen firing in Vietnam. Personal Gear, load bearing equipment, etc. would not be worn as there are too many areas around the weapon where this equipment could be caught, especially while firing.
Personal weapons

Here is a weapon stack. Many times the load bearing equipment would be stored under the stack.
TOTALLY SPECIAL

M1200 Armored Knight

M332 1 ½ ton Ammunition Trailer
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TOTTALLY SPECIAL

M7 BFIST

M981 FIRE SUPPORT TRACK
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DON’T OVERLOAD THE BORE

• **Don’t let this happen to you!!**

• **Research**
  
  — Artillery is not a tank. *What you think may not apply*

• **Ask**
  
  — Go on the forums and ask the questions
ROUNDS COMPLETE!!

- Thanks to all of you who came to this session and to the staff of NMMA/AMPS East
- Thanks to all my fellow redleg's, past and present, The King's of Battle

WE SUPPORT OUR TROOPS!
END OF MISSION

• Questions???

• If after this seminar you have further questions contact me at:
  – redleg12@redleg2scale.com

• Feel free to also check out my web site for a copy of these slides
  – www.redleg2scale.com